
INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenon of stress wave propagation in elastic solids offers 

us a rich v~riety of waves which was developed a cen~ury ago. Some 

pioneer theoretical workers in this line are Rayleigh, Love, 

Stokes, Kelvin artd others whose contribution in the· field of wave 

propagation in elastic solids and vibrating bodies extended the 

theory of e 1 ast i city. 1 n the first three decades of this century 

the subject lost its interest to the. research workers due to lack 

of sophisticated instrument, electronic devices like high-speed 

computer and practical methods for observing the passage of stress 

waves in elastic solids. But in the later ~ stage,several 

theoretical and e~perimental worker's keen interest in ~his _field 

made a large number of technical papers giving various 

information. 

During the past two decades, seismology has made a 

tremendous prog~ess, mainly because. of the advent of modern 

computers and improvements in data acquisition systems, which are 

now dapable of digital and analog recording of ground motion over 

a frequency range of five orders of magnitude. These teohhological 

developments have enabled seismologists to make jeasurements with 

far greater precision and sophistication than was p~eviously 

possible. As a result, far reaching advances in ou~ knowledge of 

the earth's structure and the nature of the earthquake have 

occurred. 

We here point out the milestones of progress in 

elastic waves in chronological order. 

1678: 

1760: 

1821: 

Robert Jiooke <England> established the stress.;.strain 

relation for elastic bodies. 

John Michell <England> recognized that earthquakes 

originate within the earth and send out elastic waves 

through earth's interior. 

Louis Navier <France> derived the differentia] equations 



,1828: 

1849: 

1857: 

1683: 

1885: 

1885: 

1899: 

1903: 

1904: 

1907: 

1909: 

1940: 

2 
of ~he theory of elasticity. 

Simeo-Denis Poisson <France) predicted theoretically the 

existence of l~ngitudinal and transverse elastic waves. 

George Gabriel Stokes <England> conceived the first 

mathematical model of an earthquake source. 

First systematic attempt to apply physical principles to 

earthquake effects by Robert Hallet <·Ireland>. 

Roei-Forel scale for earthquake effects published. 

C.Somigliana <Italy) produced formal solutions to Navier 

equations for a wide class of sources and boundary 

condition's. 

Lord Rayleigh <Englan.d> predicted the existence of 

elastic surface waves. 

C.G.Knott <England> derived the general equations for the 

reflection and refraction of plane seismic wav~s at plane 

boundaries. 

A.E.H.Love <England> developed the fundamental theory of 
. ' 

point sources in an infinite elastic space. 

Horace Lamb <Eng1and> solv~d the problem on the 

propagation of tremors over the surface of an elastic 

solid. 

Vito Voltera <Italy> pub1ished the theory of dislocations 

based on Somi~liana's solution. 

K.Zoeppritz and L.Geiger <Germany> calculated velooiti~s 

of longitudinal waves in earth's mantle. 

Sir Harold Jeffreys <England> and K.E.Bullen <Australia> 



1949: . 

1959: 

1967: 

a 

published travel time table~ for seismic waves in earth. 

Lapwood, E.R. first considered the distribution due to 

a line source in a semi- infinite elastic medium. 

Ar i Ben-Menahem <I srae 1 > discovered that the energy 

release in earthquakes takes place through a propagating 

rupture over the causative fault. 

Global seismicity patterns and earthquake generation 

linked to plate motions. 

In recent years the problem which mostly attract the researchers 

both theoretical and· experimental, in relation to the generation 

and propagation of waves in elastic medium are: 

<i> diffracti~n of propagating waves through the medium due to 

an obstacle, cavity pr a crack of any shape situated some 

where in the medium; 

( 1 1) 

( 11 i) 

( 1 v ) 

( v) 

(vi) 

wave motion generated' due to punch on same boundgd region 

of the medium; 

reflection and refraction .of a wave at a plane surt~ce of 

discontinuity; 

wave motion generated in a medium when a source of 

disturbance ts static or moving along the medium~ 

transmission and reflection 

topographical irregularities. 

of elastic waves by 

elastodynamic problems involving crack propagation, crack 

kinking and bifurcation. 

The solution of these problems need advance level of mathe~atical 

techniques, which may roughly be grouped into th• follow1~g 



categories: 

<a> Theory of analytic function 

<b> The Fredholm integral equation 

Cc> The singular fntesral equation 

<d> Integral transforms and Representations 

(e) Dual i~tegral and series equati6ns 

(f) Harmonic function. Potential theory 

<g> The Dirichlet and Neumann problems 

<h> Green's functions 

Ci> The Cauchy problem 

(j) Wiener- Hopf techni~ue 

<k> ~lemann- Hilbert probiem 

<1> The method of Matched Asymptotic expansi~n 

<m> Perturbation technique 

<n> Variational method, The Ritz method 

<o> The method of finite element 

<p> The method of boundary element 

and others. 

4 

The problem of propagation of elastic waves in the 

presence of topographical irregularities and also in the presence 

of variation ot material properties in the· horizontal direction 

have drawn the attention of many 1 nvest i gator s of the present 

time, due to their ~pplications in seismology. 

The problem of transient wave propagation in a 

ha 1 f -space ·composed of two e 1 ast i c quarter spaces of. d 1 f f erent 

materials was considered by Achenbach C1969L Dutta and ·Mitra 

<1974> considered SH-wave motion· in an elastic quarter space in 

welded contact with a uniform elastic layer of different material. 

The problems of SH-wave transmission across ah irregularity· were 

considered by Bose ( 1975), Chakraborty et. a l. < 1983). Wo 1 f < 1~67, 

1970>, Sinha <1980) considered the transmi~sion of Love waves 
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across an topographical irre~ularity while sc~ttering of Rayleigh 

waves by a plane barrier in a shallow ocean was considered by Mann 

and Deshwal <1986>. 

of elastic 

topographical 

(1979, 1982, 

method. The 

A series of problems involving the scattering 

waves by two dimensional and three dimensional 

irregularities have been solved by Sanchez- Sesma 

1983, 1985> by using a newly .developed boundary 

diffracted fields are constructed with linear 

combinations of solutions which form c- complete families t~r the 

wave equation and boundary conditions are then satisfied in a 

1 east square sense. Adopting the representation theorem due to 

Knopof f < 1956 > Knopof f and Hudson < 1964 > studied the 

transmission of Love waves past a continental margin considering 

the crust to have an abrupt increase in the thickness on the 

continental side. Sate (1961) discussed the problem of propagation 

of Love waves in an elastic layer of variable thickness overlr'ng 

a semi- infinite elastic medium. Approximate expressions for the 

transmission and reflection factors are obtained by the 

application of a method based on Wiener- Hopf technique •• Abubakar 

<1963) also studied the effect of an irregular surface with an 

isolated irregularity like a tough or ditch on the incident P- and 

SV- waves using perturbation technique. 

Apart- from its academic interest, the propagation 

of elastic waves in layered media has important applications in 

geophysics and seismology. Since the propagation of characteristic 

of earth vary with depth, the first approximation to the actual 

problem can be achieved by regarding earth as formed of several 

layers in each of which properties are constant. The problem is 

very cumbersome as far as the mathematics is concerned. We mention 

the books by Brekhovskikh (1960>,Eringen and Suhubi <Vol 11,1975>. 

Recent 1 y, the prob 1 em of propaga t 1 on of waves 1 n 

layered elastic medium has been solved by Zaman et.al. (1987>. 

The prob 1 em of fracture is the centra 1 prob 1 em of 

the science of resistance ot materials • Fracture mechanics in the 
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broad sense of this concept includes the part of the science of 

strength of its materials and structures which relates to a study 

of the carrying capacity of the body both with or without 

consideration of initial cracks and also to a study of various 

1 aws govern! ng crack dave 1 opment. 1 n genera 1 the f 1 r st stage of 

the investigation on fracture mechanics associated with the names 

of Robert Hooke, C.A.de Cqulomb, B. de Saint Ven~nt, Otto Mohr is 

characterized by extensive studies of def oi'ma t ion properties of 

solids and by th• development of various failure criteria termed 

strength theories. 

The dynamic process of fracture is made up of two 

stages, crack initiation and propagation, each of these stages 

following its particular law~. The criterion for the initiation of 

crack propagation, which forms the basis of fracture mechanics, 

does not follow from t-he equations of equilibrium and motion of 

continuum ~echanics. This is an additional boundary condition in 

the solution of the problem of limiting equilibrium of a cracked 

body. The limiting state is said to be reached if a crack-like cut 

can propagate. The cut then becomes a crack. 

Criterion for the initiation of crack propagation 

can be obtained on the· basis of both energy and force 

considerations. Historically, at first an energy frac.ture 

criterion was proposed by A.A.Griffith (1920) and G.R. Itwiri (1957) 

formulated a force criterion. 

Yaffe (1951> first investigated the propagation of 

a finite crack with a constarit speed through a stretched isotropic 

elastic solid. She showed that for small crack tip velocities the 

maK1mum tensile stress aots on the line e=O. Therefore, one may 

reasonably anticipate that the crack extends in a straight line; 

but at higher crack tip velocities, starting with 0.6c the line 
2 

on which the maximum tensile stress is acting begins to make an 

angle with the initial crack axis. The angle increases very 

rapidly with the crack tip velocity i.e. the crack tends to become 

curved at propagation velocities higher than O.Sc as shown in 
2 
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Fig. 1: Yari at ion of Yaffe :function with e. 
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Fig.1. Complex variable technique to this case was latter applied 

by Radok <1956>. 

Indeed, it is now known that this variation is common to 

all crack tip stress distributions, as cam be verified form lrwin 

<1957>, Williams <1957), Ri.ce <1968>. The noted variation of 

circumf~rential distribution with crack speed was proposed as an 

explanation for crack branching or bifurcation. Whil~ it is likely 

that the distribution of stress around a crack tip during 

acceleration may ·provide a mechanism by which the crack searches 

out a 1 ternate fracture paths·, 1 t does not exp 1 a in why or how 

alternate paths are in 1fact executed. 

In later stage, Yaffe's concept was utilized 

extensively by Singh et. al. (1981>, Kassir and Tse <1983>, De·and 

~ Pa tra < 1990) • Three d i mens i ana 1 prob 1 em on moving crack was also 

solved by ltou <1979), 

Recently, Das <1992,1993> has extendetl Yaffe's 

moving crack problems to the cases of three moving cracks. 

The anti-plane problem of stress distribution 

around a semi-infinite crack moving with constant velocity in a 

strip of el·astic material was solved by Sih and Chen <1972). The 

problem was reduced to Reimann - Hilbert problem by application 

of Scwar t:z- Christoff e 1 transformation and the theory of coinp 1 ex 

functions.Closed form solutions were obtained for the two cas~s of 

practical importance: (i) the boundaries of the strip are clamped 

and displaceod in equal and opposite directions causing a tearing 

motion along the leading edge of the crack and (ii) the crack 

sheared longitudinally _by a pair of concentrated forces moving 

with the crack while the strip boundaries are free of tractions. 

In both the cases, the effect of the strip width on the dynamic 
~ 
~ stress was examined. 

Nilsson (1972) also solved the problem of a strip 

of material containing a moving semi-infinite crack using Fourier 
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integral transform and Weiner- Hopf t~chnique. 

Here we give some techniques which are genera 1 1 y 

used in moving crack problems in elastodynamics. 

1. Integral trans~orm tec~quez 

As the equations of motion in the theory of elasticity 

are partial differential 1,2quations which may be discussed with 

reference either to Helmholtz equation or to Laplace's equation, 

the method of integral transform is one of the most effective 

methods for solving such equations as application of this method 

to such equations results in the lowering of the dimension of an 

equation by one. There are severa 1 f o·rms of integra 1 transform and 

the choice of an integ~al transform depends on the structure of 

the equation and the geometry of the domain. 

The integral transform f(p) of a function f<x) 

defined on an interval <a,oo) is an expression of the form 

<XI 

f(p) = Ia f(x) K<x,p) dx (1) 

where a is a real number and p is a complex parameter varying over 

some region D of the complex plane. K<x,p) is called the kernel of 

the transformation. The transformation (1) becomes particularly· 

usef u 1 if it possesses inverse mapping. In that case one can 

express f(x) in terms of its integral transform by 

f<x>.; 2! 1· J f<p> M<x,p> dp 

r 
(2) 

where M<x,p> is a suitable function defined in a<~<<oo and peD and 

is called the kernel of the inverse transform, which is defined 

for all x in the interval <a,oo>. The complex parameter pis in the 

region D while r is a suitable path of integration in D. After 

reducing the governing partial differential equation, the reduced 
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problem can be solved for f(p). The solution of the original 

equation can be expressed in terms of the inverse integral, which 

may then be evaluated. The inversion from the the transformed 

space to the space of actual variables usually involved very 

complicated integrations. In many cases even the numerical 

integration can not be performed successfully because of the 

,. highly asci llato~y character of the integrands [ of Eringen and 

Suhubi<1975>, chap. 7; Achenbach (1975>, chap. 7J. In particular, 

mixed boundary value problems like the dynamic response of a punch 

on an elastic half-space and the problem involving the presence of 

a crack or a strip inside an elastic medium may be reduced to 

Fredholm integral equation of first kind or to dual integral 

equations. 

a. The factorization problem. The Wiener-Hopf technique& 

Let a function -<z> analytic in the interval y_<l~ z<y+ 

be defined in the plane of a complex variable z. It is required. to 

express ¢<z> in the form 

(3) 

where ~+<z> and -_<z> are functions analytic in the half -plane 

lm z > y_ and the hal~-plane lm z< y+ respectively. The problem is 

called factorization problem. In a more general case, it is 

required to define two functions ~ <z> and ¢ <z> which are 
+ -

analytic in the same half- planes respectively and which satisfy 

the following relation in the interval 

A<~>¢ <z) + B<z>¢ <z> + C <z> = 0 + -

where A<z>,B<z> 

interval. It is 

and C<z> 

obvious 

representation 

notation. 

(3) after 

are given 

that if 

analytic 

C<z> = 
the corresponding 

functions in 

0, we obtain 

changes in 

(4) 

the 

the 

the 

Let us assume that the function -(z) which is to be 

factorised does not have any zeros in the interval y <lm z<y and 
- + 
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tends to infinity as X --+ m. In this case, neither of the 

functions ~ + ( z) and 4>_ <z> will have any zero, . and we can take the 

logarithm of both sides ot the relation (3) 

log ¢<z> = log ¢+<z> + log ¢_ <z> (5) 

•' 

'The function F<z> = log ¢<z> satisfies the 

condition 

I F ( X + i y ) I < c I X I -p ' <p>O for x~ co) (6) 

and hence the relation (5) can always be solved with the help of 

the transformation 

F<z> = F +(Z) + F (Z) (7) 

Finally, we get 

¢< z) = Jl' (Z) Jl' (z) 
e + e - (8) 

• If the function ~<z> has zeros in the intervals we must consider a 

new function 

~ 

I 

¢ (z) 
~ N 

~ 

n 
i.=A 

(9) 

<z-z.>'\ 
\. 

where z. and ot. are .the zeros, their multiplicity in the interval 
\. \. 

N S N, where N is the total number of zeros, b><y ,y >. The factor 
1 + -

in the numerator of <9> ensures that the properties of auxi I iary 

functions are conserve~ at infinity. 

Let us now consider the relation (4) and carry out 

its factorisation into L+ and 1/L for the same i nterva 1 of the 

ratio A/B. The relation (4) can be represented in the t6rm 

( 10) 

The expression L_<z>C<z>IB(z) can be represented in 

the following form in accordance with <7> 
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where -.<z> and -_<z> are functions analytic in the half -plane 

y > y _ and the half-plane y < y + respectively. Taking this into 

account, we get 

( 11) 

It follows from the generalized Liouville's theorem that 

the left as well as right hand side of <11> represents the same 

polynomial .P <z> of nth degree. 
n 

3. Hilbert trans:form techniquef 

If p<y> e L (a,b), then the equation 
2 

J: X - y 
h<x> dx = np ( y > ' y e (a,b) 

has the solution 

h (X) = y p(y) d + ]
~/2 

a .x - y Y 

(12> 

c 
( 13) 

J<x-a><b-x> 

where c is an arbitrary . constant' and the fir 9 t term 

belongs to the class L <a,b>. 
2 

Using the above theorem, we find that· the solution to 

the integral ~quation 

Jb 2xh<x2 > 
dx = np<y>, 

2 2 
a x - Y 

y e <a,b) <14> 

<provided that p satisfies the conditions of the above theorem) is 

given by 

= ! [x:- a:]~/2 Jb 
n b - x a 

c 

J 2 2 2 2 <x -a > (b -x > 

where C is an arbitrary constant. 
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l 
n=:l. 

4. Schmidt method: 

To solve for unknown constants c <(> occurring in 
n 

c <( ) F <( , X) 
n n 

= f (( , X) for x E <a,b> 

13 

( 15) 

where F C(,x> and 
n 

f ( (, x) are known functions, we adopt Schmidt 

method. 
Let H <(,x> be a set of. orthogonal functions which 

n 

satisfy 

b 

I H <( , X) H <( , X) d X = N c5 
n . m n nm a 

( 16) 

where (17) 

Then H <(, x>' s can be computed from the functions F <(, x> 
n n 

in the following way 

H <( , X ) 
n 

c. 
'l.n 

c 
nn 

F. <( , X ) 
'I. 

( 18) 

with c. as the cofactor of the e. in D which is defined as 
1.n Ln n 

e e e s: .t.t 12 in 
D = e e ...•..• e e = F (( , X) F (( , X) dx (19) 

n 21 22 Zn nm n m .............. 
e e ......• e 

n.t n2 nn 

Now in terms of the set of orthogona I functions H <(, x), the 
n 

function f<(,x> can be expressed. as 

f<(,x> = h. H.<(,x> 
'" '" 

<20) 

Substituting the values of H 
n 

(( ' X) from (18) in { 20), w.e obtain 

after some rearrangement 

00 00 00 
c 

l c <( ) F (('X) l F <( , )() i~n 
ni. 

h ( 21) = -
n n n c i. 

n=:~. n=t i.i. 
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Comparing t.he coefficients of F <t; , X) from both sides of 
n 

( 21 > we 

find 
Q) 

i~n 
c. 

n'l. 
h. c = 

n c .. ·'I, 

"" 
(22) 

where (23) 

This is in brief Schmidt method for determining the unknown 

coefficients c • 
n 

Recently extensive study on extension of crack in 

elastic solid has' been made. Several investigations on symmetric 

and non-symmetric extension of crack in its own plane in an 

infinite elastic medium have been carried out up-till-now. Broberg 

<1960) first considered the problem of symmetric extension of a 

crack in elastic solid. 

He con!i!idered ~.the extension of a crack in a 

brittlel1near elastic material using Fourier transform. He assumed 

that the extension of crack occurs in its own plane, The plane 

surface is subjected 

( i > to . a constant pressure, acting on an i nf i ni te 

strip, the width of which is symmetrically increasing from :zero 

with a constant velocity, and 

( 11) to a pressure outside the strip such that the 

normal displace~en~ of the surface outside the strip is zero. 

The m1 xed boundary va 1 ue · prob 1 em has been treated. 

The stresses in the solid 'and the normal displacement of the 

sur t ace have been sa 1 ved. The resu 1 t shows that the d i sp 1 acemen:t 

of the surface is elliptic, just as the corresponding static case. 

crack 

Since Broberg's investigation of the solution of a 

expand 1 ng symmetr 1 cal 1 y w 1 th cans tant ve 1 ac1 ty under 
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conditions of plane stress or strain in a homogeneous elastic 

field of spatially and-time invariant tensile stress, a number of 

papers have appeared analyzing different geometrical situations. 

Craggs (1963> later solved the same problem as that done by 

Broberg but he used the method of homogeneous function to obtain 

the solution, while Achenbach and Brock <1971> considered the 

corresponding anti-plane problem. Self-similarity technique, which 

is the most useful technique for treating extending crack 

problems, are used by Atkinson <1974), Brock and Achenbach <1974>, 

and others. 

Using camp 1 ex var lab 1 e technique Cher epa nov and 

Afanasev<1974), Cherepanov<1979) have solved some self-similar 

problems of dynamic theory of elasticity. They also used the 

functionally invariant method of Smirnoff and Sobolev <1932). 

Later, this technique .is us~d by Das <1993a) to solve the one way 

extension of a crack in an infinite elastic solid due to two 

non-parallel plane SH-waves. 

Indeed, non-symmetric extension at different 

velocities of the crack tips is common to the fracture of 

geophysical settings with pre-existing rupture planes. Problems on 

non-symmetric extension of a small flaw into a plane crack have 

been studied by B~ock <1975,1976>, Georgiadis (1991> and Das 

(1993~1993c> using self- similarity technique. 

Recently, problems on extension of cracks in 

cruciform paths have been solved by Brock and Deng<198S>, Ong and 

Srivastava (1985> and Georgiadis <1987). 

Here we add a few lines about self-similarity technique 

5.Selr-similarity techndquez 

A self-similar solution· of a physical problem can be 

inferred if eith'er the data of the problem involve no 

characteristic length or the only characteristic length is related 

to a parameter to which the solution is proportional. The 

principal advantage of this class of solution is that the 
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governing partial differential equations can be replaced by 

another set that contains one independent variable less than those 

in the original set. 

We begin with the homogeneous solution of scalar two 

dimensional wave equation 

which may be expressed as 

""2 = c 

q,<xlt,y/t) = 4> (r/t,e> 

<24) 

where r,e are polar coordinates in the plane. If we define a new · 

independent variable 

then polar form of <24) 

82¢ 

iJrz 

is transformed into 

-s 8¢ 
+ r 

Dr 

s = r/t 

(25) 

We point out that <25) 

slc<1 and hyperbolic 

is of mixed type, i.e., it is elliptic in 

in s/c)1. The domain of elliptcity and 

hyperbolioity of the differential equation thus correspond to the 

interior and exterior of the circle r.=ct centered at the origin of 

the coordinate system. Since the ~oefficient at 

s=c, the circle r=ct evidently represents a singular wave front· 

across which we may expect discontinuities in the s-derivatives of 

the wave function. We suppose, however, that ¢ . and 8¢/lle are 

continuous across the wave front. equation (25> can be reduced to 

the canonical form for s/c(1 through Chaplygin's transformation 

<26> 

which yields Laplace's equation in /3-e coordinates 



Similarly if slc>1, then the transformation 

-t c 
Cl = cos s 

reduced <25) to the equation 

= o. 
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(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Recently, attention are being focused to the cases of 

crack extension which occurs under an arbitrary angle with it's 

own plane <which leads that a crack may bifurcate> as shown in 

Fig.2 and Fig 3 .• Because, it is expected that once the extension 

of crack has started, the primary crack often bifurcates into two 

or more branches e~ch of which may propagate over a short 

distance, and then again split into two or more new branches.Crack 

bifurcation occurs in a variety of materials, and under different 

external conditions. The phenomenon is, however, particularly 

present for essentially brittle fracture, when the speed of crack 

propagation becomes relatively large. Experimental observations of 

the magnitude of the speed of crack extension ~t branching suggest 

that elastodynamic .effects play a sufficient role.lt has been 

observed that the method of self- similar solutions provide a 

powerful tool for the analysis of elastodynamic skew propagation 

and crack bifurqation. 

A necessary condition for bifurcation can be determined 

by comparing stress prior to branching and after branching has 

taken p 1 ace. The comparison requires expressions for the 

elastodynamic fields near the crack tips of the branches. For 

symmetric bifurcation in anti-plane strain the near t~p fields 

were ana 1 yzed by Achenbach ( 1975). The propagation of a. crack 

which emanates under an arbitrary angle from a free surface, when 

the surface is subjected to anti-plane mechanical disturbances was 

considered by Achenbach and Varatharajulu <1974). Some cases of 

dynamic crack propagation in elastic medium are reviewed by 
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F 

A 

B 
Fig. 2r Pattern of wave :front and po-sition t'lf crack tip for skew 

crack propagation tn)der~ t.he influence of a step-stress wave. 
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F'i g .. · -3: Rapid propagation and bi fur cat. ion in al"lli -plane ~train 
of an edge crack. 
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Achenbach (1972;1976> and Freund<1976>. 

Duting the last decade, problems on Mode II I crack 

kinking and bifurcation have been ·studied by several 

investigators. Burgers and Dempsey <1982> solved the dynamic crack 

bifurcation in anti-plane strain for two special cases. Corrected 

results for Mode Ill kinking of a crack under an arbitrary angle 

was· given by Dempsey et.al. <1982). A numerical approach for the 

study of dynamic crack propagation of a kinked or bifurcated crack 

in anti-plane strain has been given by Burgers <1982). Achenbach 

et. a 1. < 1984) have deve I oped a method based on superposition 

principle to derive approximate expression for the elastodynamic 

stress intensity factors of the kinked crack. The problem of 

rapid tear.ing of a half-plane was also solved by Dempsey and Smith 

<1985). They considered that the surface of the half-plane is 

subjected to sudden anti-plane mechanical disturbance, crack 

initiation and subsequent crack instability are examined via two 

idealized problems; the first is concerned with instantaneous 

crack bifurcation and the second with instantaneol:ls skew crack 

propagation. In either problem, crack propagation occurs at a 

constant subs on 1 c ve 1 oci ty, under ari ang 1 e kn w 1 t h the norma 1 to 

the surface For various values of the angle of crack 

prdpagation, the dependence of the elastodynamic stress intensity 

factors on the crack propagation velocity is investigated. 

Recently, transient elastodynamic 

self-similar Mode III crack growth in brittle 

examined by Dempsey et. al. <1986>. The dynamic 

Chaplygin's transformation reduced the class 

non-p 1 amir 

materials is 

similarity and 

of 

considered to the solution of 

The Scwar tz-

Laplace's 

Christoffel 

equation 

problems 

in a 

semi-infinite strip. transformation is 

subsequently employed to map the semi-infinite strip on a 

half-plane. The theory of analytic functions are then used. 

Elastodynamic influences in the vicinity of a rapidly moving tip 

after branching are examined in a rather general fashion. 
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The thesis presented here consists of some problems on cracks and 

wave propagation. The work has been presented in three chapters. 

The first chapter deals with problems on moving cracks in infinite 

elastic medium and in infinitely long elastic strip. 

Problems on crack eMtension and bifurcation have been presented in 

the second chapier . 

The third chapter deals with the problems on wave propagation in 

the presence of topographical irregularities. 

The summary of the thesis is presented here chapter wise. 

The first problem of chapter 1 h~s been formulated as follows: 

We have 6onsidered the problem of propagation ~f two 

coplanar Griffith cracks moving steadily in infinite long finite 

width strip. We considei two cracks of finit~ width placed on X

axis from -b to -a and a to b with reference to the rectangul_ar 

coordinate system <x,y,z) which referred to a fixed coordinate 

system CX,Y,Z>, is moving with constant velocity v along X

direction within the strip of ~lastic material occupying the 

region ~h'~ Y ~h'. Employing Fourier transform and finite Hilbert 

transform technique, closed form solutions are obtained for two 

cases of practical interest. First,ly, the case when the rigidly 

clamped edges are pulled apart in opposite ·directions are 

considered. Secondly, we have treated the case when the lateral 

boundaries are subjected to shearing stresses. Exact expressions 

for the crack . opening displacement and the stress intensity 

factors have been derived in both the cases. 

In paper 2, we have considered the problem of two coplanar 

Griffith cracks moving along the interface of two dissimilar 

elastic media. Two oases of practical importance have b~en 

considered. Firstly, the case of two coplanar Griffith cracks 

moving along the interface of two semi-infinite dissimilar elastic 

media has been treated ; secondly, the problem ~f propagation of 
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two cop 1 a nat Griff it)) cracks a 1 ong the- interface of an 

layer overl¥ins a semi-infinite medium of d1tterent 
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elastic 

elastic 

properties has been considered.Emplo¥1ng Fourier transform we 

reduced these problems to solving a set of triple integral 

equations with cosine kernel weight functions. These equations are 

solved using finite Hilbert transform technique. In the second -· case, ana 1 ¥t i ca 1 expressions ar·e retained up to h where h is 

the thickness of the upper layer, for deriving the dynamic stress 

intensity factdrs and crack opening displacement. 

The problem of two coplanar Griffith cracks running 

steadily under three dimensional loading has been considered in 

the third paper of chapter 1. It is assumed that equal and 

opposite tractions which are triaxial in nature are applied to the 

crack surfaces. The two dimensional Fourier transforms have. been 

used to reduce the mixed boundary valtie. problem to the solution of 

triple integral equations. In order to solve the problem the 

transformed surface displacement is expanded in a series of 

Chebyshev polynomials which is automatically zero out side the 

cracks and also satisfies the edge conditions. Fina·lly, Schmidt 

method has been used to determ{ne the unknown coefficients 

occurring in the series. The expre~sion for stress intensity 

factors at the crack. tips and the crack opening displacement have 

also been derived for different values of the param~ters. An 

interesting feature of this paper is that there is the p6ssibility 

of curving or branching of the cracks at the outer edge at very 

I ow ve 1 oc it i es of the cracks whereallJ the cracks tend to become 

curved at the inner edge foi values of crack tip velocity about 

0.6c 
z 

/ 

The dynamic in-plane problem of determining the stress and 

displacement due to three coplanar cracks moving steadily at a 

subsonic speed in fixed direction in an infinite, isotropic, 

homogeneous mediurn under normal stress and the static problem of 

determining the stress and displacement around three coplanar 

Griffith cracks in an infinite isotropic elastic medium have been 
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considered in the fourth paper of the chapter 1. In both the 

cases, employing F.ou:r·ter integral transform, the problems have 

been reduced to so 1 vi ng a set of four integra 1 equations. The 

integral equations have been ~olved using finite Hilbert transform 

technique and Cook's resu 1 t to obtain the exact form of crack 

opening displacement and stress intensity factors which are 

presented in the form of graphs. 

In the fifth paper of the chapter 1 we have treated the 

dynamic anti-plane problem of determining stress and displacement 

due to three coplanar cracks moving steadily at a constant speed 

in an infinite elasti6-strip.Employlng the same technique as that 

used in solving the problem considered in paper four, the problem 

when the lateral boundaries of the strip are subjected to shearing 

stress has been solved. Numerical results for stress intensity 

factors have been presented in the form of graphs. 

The dynamic in-plane problem of determining the stress and 

displacement due .four copla~ar Griffith cracks moving steadily at 

a subsonic speed in fixed direction in an infinite, isotropic, 

homogeneous medium under normal stress has been treated in the 

sixth paper of this chapter.The static problem of determining the 

stress and displacement around four coplanar Griffith cracks in an 

infinite isotropic elastic .medium have also been considered in 

this paper. ln both the cases,employing Fourie.r inte.sral 

transform, the problems have been reduced to solving a s~t of five 

integral equations. The integral equations have been solved using 

finite Hilbert transform technique to obtain the exact form of 

crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors which are 

presented in the form ·ot graphs. 

1·n chapter 2, the first problem deal~ with the 

non-symmetric extension of a plane crack due to plane SH- waves in 

a pre-stressed infinite elastic medium. We considered two 

identical plane waves defined by 



referring to coordinate system <x,y,z) where 

w+ = c t ± ysine +xcose ' 
- 2 0 0 

OSe ~n/z 
0 

and H ( > i s He a v i s i de ' s u n i .t fun c t i on , to p r o p agate 

infinite solid which is pre-stressed such that 

0 ()' = ()', 
y:z 
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through the 
; 

Fracture is assumed to initiate at a point a finite time 

after the waves intersect there and the crack is assumed to extend 

non-symmetrically alan• the trace of wave intersection. Following 

Cherepanov and Afanase'v <1974) and Cherepanov (1979> the general 

solution has been derived in terms of analytic function of complex 

variabl~. Numerical results have been presented to illustrate the 

nature of the variation Qf stress intensity factors and the rate 

of energy flux into the crack edges with the speed of the crack 

tips and also with the time after fracture initiation. 

ln the second paper of the chapter 2, we investig•ted the 

problem of non-symmetric extension of an infinitesimal flaw into a 

plane crack at a constant rate due to the action. of two 

non-para 1 1 e 1 p 1 ane SH- waves of d 1 f f erent amp 11 tude propagating 

towards each other' in an infinite isotropic elastic medium which 

is initially in a state of uniform anti-plane shear.A finite time 

after the crossing of the plane wave fronts, a fracture is assumed 

to initiate along the line where the wave fronts crossed and the 

crack is then assumed to trav~l non-symmetricall·y along the trace 

of wave intersection. Superposition considerations allow the 

original problem to be separated into three self-similar problems 

with <O,O>, CO, Uand <1,0> 'as the indices of self-similarity. The 

dynamjc similarity of certain field variable in each problem 

suggests application· of the method of homogeneous functions. 

Expressions for the stress intensity factors and the rate of 

energy flux into the extending crack edges of the crack have been 

derived. Finally, the nature of the variation of the stress 
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intensity factors at the crack tips and also the rate of ~nergy 

flux into the edges with velocities of the crack edges and also 

with the time after crack initiation have been depicted by means 

of graphs. 

The third paper of this chapter deals with the dynamic 
' 

anti-plane problem of biftircation.of a semi-infinite crack due to 

the incid~nce of two linearly varying plane· SH- waves with 

non-parallel wave fronts in an infinite elastic medium. The semi

infinite crack is assumed to bifurcate when the plane waves 

intersect the crack tip. The P!Oblem has been solved using self

similarity technique which is based on the. obs~rvation that 

certain field variables show dynamic similarities. The results 

include the expressions for shear stress in the planes of the 

cracks and the stress ·4ntensity factors at the crack tips.Finally, 

the variations of stress intensity factors with the angle of skew 

tor different values of the parameters have been depicted by means 

of graphs. 

ln tbe first paper of chapter 3, we have studied the 

transmission of time step SH- wave across a step like irregularity 

in the surface of an elastic half- space. Considering the incident 

wave in the form H<T-X/c) where H<> is the Heavlside's step 

function the problem is ·reduced to an integral equation by using 

integral transform and Green's function technique· and finally 

using Cagniard-Dehoop method of finding inverse Laplace transform, 

transmitted field at any ·distances from the step on the free 

surface have been determined using iterative procedure. Numerical 

results have been presented 1 n the form of graphs to illustrate 

the nature of transmission. 

Finally, we have qonsidered the propagation of SH- wave in 

a medium 

material 

consisting 

and having 

of 

a 

two 

step 

welded 

like 

quarter spaces of 

change in elevation 

different 

at the 

vertical interface. The problem is reduced to an integral equation 

by using the Fourier transform and Green's function technique and 
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tina 1 1 y, by applying the method of steepest descent, the 

transmitted and reflected fields at large distances form the step 

have been determined. To investigate the nature of the motion, we 

have evaluated numerically the increment in amplitude due to the 

presence of the step for both the transmitted and and reflected 

wave s which are presented in the form of graphs. 

With this brief discussion we now present the thesis 

chapter wise. An attempt has been made to include most of the 

references consiste-nt with the problems treated in this thesis, 

which have come to the author's knowledge. 


